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QUESTION 1

A remote Linux server requires an IP address change before being moved to a new datacenter. The server does not
have X installed on it. Which of the following is an administrator MOST likely to use to log in and change the address? 

A. SSH 

B. RDP 

C. VNC 

D. FTP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A system administrator needs to rebuild a server by booting to the OS DVD. The server powers up but attempts to boot
from the network. Which of the following is the MOST likely source of the problem? 

A. Incorrect media type 

B. Driver failure 

C. Incorrect mount point 

D. Memory failure 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A network administrator is tasked to set up zoning for a SAN infrastructure that requires redundancy. Which of the
following types of hardware should the administrator implement? 

A. Multiple VLANs 

B. Multiple host nodes 

C. Multiple HBAs 

D. Multiple routers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A systems administrator is inspecting a file server setup with a RAID 10 configuration among four 160GB SAS drives.
The administrator has replaced all of the drives with 500GB SAS drives. Which of the following storage tools should the
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administrator use NEXT to effectively administer the change? 

A. Disk management tool 

B. Disk monitoring tool 

C. Disk cloning tool 

D. Disk partitioning tool 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following offers the highest level of redundancy in the design of a storage system? 

A. A Dual Port HBA with a pair of Point-To-Point connections to the SAN. 

B. Two Single Port HBAs connected to a fiber switch. 

C. A Dual Port HBA with a Point-To-Point connection to a SAN. 

D. Two Dual Port HBAs connected to a pair of fiber switches. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following would be the BEST configuration when using seven SCSI drives in order to have full fault
tolerance? 

A. RAID 0+1 

B. RAID 0 

C. RAID 1 

D. RAID 5 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

During a lunch-and-learn session, IT staff and members participate in virtualization trivia. Which of the following are
valid answers about hosts, guests, virtual NICs, and virtual switches? (Select TWO). 

A. A host contains virtual switches and virtual NICs. 

B. A guest contains one or more virtual NICs. 

C. A hypervisor is installed on a guest. 
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D. A hypervisor is installed on a host. 

E. A guest contains one or more physical NICs. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator is preparing to carve the LUNs on the SAN and must select the appropriate type of disks for the
database, OS, and archival data. The administrator must keep performance, redundancy, and cost as a consideration.
Which of the following is the administrator MOST likely to select? 

A. SSD in RAID 10 for database, 10K SAS drives in RAID 1 for OS, 7.2K SATA drives in RAID 5 for archival data 

B. SSD in RAID 10 for OS, 10K SAS drives in RAID 0 for database, 7.2K SATA drives in RAID 5 for archival data 

C. SSD in RAID 6 for archival data, 10K SAS drives in RAID 1 for database, 7.2K SATA drives in RAID 5 for OS 

D. SSD in RAID 10 for OS, 10K SAS drives in RAID 0 for archival data, 7.2K SATA drives in RAID 10 for database 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A syslog server is configured to use UDP port 514. The administrator uses Telnet to check port 514 against the syslog
server. However, the syslog server is not responding. Which of the following is the MOST likely reason why the syslog
server is not responding? 

A. The syslog server is down. 

B. Telnet does not work on UDP. 

C. The firewall is blocking UDP port 514 

D. The log is full on the syslog server. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator is working on a server with two CPUs. The administrator runs the uptime command and sees the
following: 

17:52 3 days 12 users 12.0 15.2 17.2 

Several users are complaining that their user sessions are running slowly. Which of the following should the
administrator do NEXT? 

A. Run ps –ef to find processes consuming excessive memory 

B. Run top to find processes with high wait states 
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C. Run who –r to find which user is using excessive processing capacity 

D. Run ping –t to find users using excessive amounts of network bandwidth 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A server prompts Ann, a user, to reset her logon password. The next time Ann tries to log onto the server, she cannot
remember her new password. After several failed attempts, Ann receives a message that she cannot attempt to log on
again without the help of an administrator. Which of the following should an administrator do to remedy this issue?
(Choose two.) 

A. Reset Ann\\'s password 

B. Unlock Ann\\'s account 

C. Reboot the server 

D. Recreate Ann\\'s profile 

E. Check Ann\\'s profile 

F. Verify Ann\\'s ACL 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

A company is designing its first DRP and has identified a disaster recovery site for use in resuming operations. The
company, however, will be unable to place any equipment in the site until the need arises. Which of the following BEST
describes this site type? 

A. Hot site 

B. Cold site 

C. Warm site 

D. Hybrid site 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator is asked to move a 64-bit guest to a new host. However, the guest will not boot on the new host. Which
of the following is the cause of the problem? 

A. The new host\\'s hypervisor is not Type 1 
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B. The management interface is not activated on the host 

C. In the BIOS, AMD-V Intel VT are not turned on 

D. The new host\\'s hypervisor is not Type 2 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following BEST describes the difference between RAID 5 and RAID 6? 

A. RAID 5 uses a dedicated parity drive and RAID 6 does not. 

B. RAID 6 uses a dedicated parity drive and RAID 5 does not. 

C. RAID 6 uses more parity drives than RAID 5. 

D. RAID 5 uses more parity drives than RAID 6. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

A hardware compatibility list recommends striping with double parity as storage for an application. In a test environment,
a technician realizes that a different RAID level can be used to compensate for a limited number of available disks.
Which of the following is the closest RAID level the technician should deploy while minimizing the number of disks and
maintaining fault tolerance? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 5 

D. 10 

Correct Answer: C 
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